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About This Game

What is it? Rat Arena is the battle of Humans and Artificial Intelligence.
Try to defeat my ai-rat in this battle in the arena!

Prove that people can be as good as machines!

Several battle arenas.

3 difficulty levels of Artificial Intelligence.

3 types of weapons

Check your agility and ingenuity.
Win an artificial intelligence in the rat arena.
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Title: Rat Arena
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
vadimalexepta
Publisher:
vadimalexepta
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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I am a big fan of platformers. This one will definitely be in my top... somewhere after Limbo, Inside and Braid.. I found this
really helpful when I first started the game since it allows you to upgrade your gear faster. I also like the different skin for
Aurora.. Fantastic visual novel. I love this art style. This cheap indie game uses simple but sufficient graphics. It lacks common
fps options like sprint, reload, duck and scoped alternative fire. The game starts pretty good with smooth and satisfying combat.
After the first levels the bad things kick in with platform sections, bullet sponge enemies and difficult tedious boss fights. The
game play becomes a chore and no fun at all. I gave up at the ridiculous difficult end boss. Pity since the beginning was quite
promising.

4/10. It's very cheap so you can take a swing at it.. Best Lego destruction physics ever. I was addicted to the original, but this is
of course much better. Nice to scratch the itch I had for over 30 years. I like the classic character graphics option. I'm played
with xbox controller, I think this would be awkward with the keyboard, but keyboard die-hards probably won't mind. The
campaign mode is a nice touch.. Just a piece of crap... don't buy it. It's Gradius!!!. This game is extremely boring...Bad voice
acting, underwhelming atmosphere with a few cheap jump scares sprinkled in. I bought it on sale for $3.49 and STILL
requested a refund.
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i enjoy this game thoroughly. Except the part where Xbox one controllers need you to go into big picture mode to work and
even when you do that the game doesn't show what buttons you need to press to do what and even if you learn you still have to
press P on your keyboard to go into special attack mode i think its kizuna rush or whatever but sometimes the controller bugs
out and does work and thinks you're pushing it forward so you have to use the keyboard but you have no idea what buttons to
press so you just press them all and accidentally close the game and have to start the entire level over again. Wait now this
sounds like a negative review oops. Well other then the controller problems i really love this game.. Horrible, horrible, horrible,
horrible controls. Glitches abound. The game seems like it as potential, though.. Uav = Easy Sample = Easy Game. I really
enjoyed this game :D Fun and short. Also, the AI is smart enough to play the game, but not to the point of cheating hard. There's
also an easier setting if it's a little challenging for you. Overall, a great game! Still looking for non-local multiplayer though :P.
Interesting concept
Bad implementation
Worse translation

If you want to play a game where you can play through, get a bad\/premature ending, start again and get a different bad end
again, all in the space of two minutes, then this game is for you. I wish that the branches had gone into a little more depth,
instead of all being extremely short.
Points up for having such a large variation of endings though - every time I thought I'd seen everything, I would try what I
expected to be the last possible branch and was surprised to find even more content hidden behind the simplest choices.

Oh, and the majority of achievements don't seem to work for most people.. I will call Jesus and tell him I'm sorry for playing
this game.. This game is AMAZING!!! It's cheap, so BUY IT!!!! There is only one thing that bothers me about this game, it's
called Crash Time 3, but on the campaign, it doesn't let you crash. Overall, GREAT, AMAZING GAME!!!!!! 9/10. looks great,
i just wish i could find its files. Definitely an amusing concept and a fun way to spend an otherwise boring afternoon.
It's very amusing watching animals spontaneously explode during a soccer match.

*DEVS*
Please work on adding new gamemodes similar to soccer where the animals focus on an indestructable object. Also, PLEASE
ADD ONLINE CAPABILITES, even if it's just simple p2p netplay, this game would be so much better with 1v1 and battle
royal modes.
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